1978 Creation of library instructional and faculty area
1978 Library: Decorations for the library study area
1978 Up to $1,000 to commission Virginia Powell to do an etching of approx. 10 buildings on the Abbot Campus and to arrange printing of 500; proceeds from the sale to be credited to the Abbot Academy Fund

1979 Typewriter — portable for student loan

1981 Purchase APL — Computer programming/language

1982 Needlework project — tapestries to be hung in Cochran Chapel
1982 Chapel space renovations in basement space vacated by Music Dept.
1982 Play area equipment (swings, slides, etc.) on the West Quad
1982 Modernizing theatre lighting

1983 Refurbishing of Williams Hall
1983 Portable TV camera for theater productions, English plays — to make a permanent record and to use as a teaching tool.
1983 Acquisition of a video monitor, tape recorder and tapes for foreign language instruction

1984 Portable plant containers
1984 Graham House renovations
1984 Purchase DIALOG Library service: computer hardware and software, and staff training and online time, for an informational retrieval service
1984 WPAA equipment and installation

1985 Andover Community Day Care fence and installation
1985 Amateur Radio Club – Revival
1985 Computer loan — “try before you buy” program
1985 Art library for classroom use

1986 Sanctuary rejuvenation— plantings, nesting boxes, stipends
1986 Art for the Chemistry wing
1986 Visual communications materials: Photographer, contest, parent alumni program, faculty brochure
1986 Restoration of Sarah Abbot painting
1986 Furniture for Will Hall
1986 80 copies 1982 hymnal
1986 Electronic computer bulletin board

1987 Abbot entrance to the library
1987 Computers in mathematics
1987 Computers for chemistry
1990  2 computers and software for mathematics
1990  Computer hardware to integrate technology into history/social science teaching
1990  CD-ROM music program development
1990  Andover Cookbook II start-up funds
1990  2 classroom math computers
1990  3 classroom math computers
1990  Children's playground at Commons
1990  Aerobic workout equipment: StairMaster 4000 PT
1990  Video equipment for athletic dept.
1990  Matching funds for Presidential Award in Teaching equipment
1990  AV editing station
1990  WPAA: Repairs to the school radio station

1991  Computer hardware and software for science division
1991  Computer hardware and software for science division
1991  StairMaster machine — second purchase
1991  Audio-visual materials for Spanish dept.
1991  Graphing calculators and course materials
1991  Planet materials
1991  Video disc player for English dept.
1991  Preservation framing of 33 canvas wall charts used for teaching
1991  Purchase of video equipment for motion media curriculum
1991  Provide tutorial supplies to strengthen the PALS program
1991  Purchase of printer to go with Macintosh purchased by department
1991  Audio/video equipment to tape satellite programs
1991  Purchase of heart rate monitors for use in PE classes, thus increasing student
      awareness and understanding of cardiovascular fitness
1991  Purchase of computer (printer and software) in order to expedite record keeping
      and calculate costs in the Loan Library
1991  Funds to purchase a computer for inpatient student use (computer, printer and
      software)

1992  Phillipian — Purchase of a new laser printer for the Phillipian
1992  Retrospective conversion of existing biblio-records creating accessibility to
      satellite libraries on campus
1992  TV/VCR and supplemental material for 9th grade history course
1992  Computerization of past and future Abbot Association records
1992  TV/VCR for new College Counseling resource center
1992  Purchase of films, videos, video disks, 35 mm slides needed for teaching
      expanded visual studies reqmt and developing a multicultural curriculum
1992  Request for covering costs of remodeling the existing ballet studio in the Borden
      Gym so that it could be used as a studio and performance space
1992  Request covers costs of purchasing sound recording equipment for use in
      Biology labs; also covers proposer’s travel expenses to attend a training workshop on
      this equipment.
1992 Request for the printing and advertising costs for a combined issue of Mirror and Chrysalis, the student poetry and fiction magazines

1993 Request for 250 stackable chairs and dollies for Davis Hall to make it a better space for concerts/meetings. (The funds sought to match a grant from the Abbot Women who gave to refurbish Davis Hall)
1993 Funds to help complete the renovation of Abbot Hall for use as a conference center which will house programs which focus on gender and women’s issues
1993 Faculty libraries for each of the sciences; 12 graphing calculators (Chemistry Dept.)
1993 Funding for a video editing-station for student use for academic related videos outside of the Art Dept
1993 Funds for labor and supplies to create an equipment cleaning and maintenance room for S & R in on old bathroom in Evans Hall
1993 Funds to refurbish the 24 Abbot Academy Chapel benches (currently in storage).
1993 Request for the purchase of computer hardware and software to maintain up to date financial aid information and resource information (scholarships, loans, grants, etc.)
1993 Request covers cost of purchasing portable computer equipment for faculty to use when working in remote locations
1993 Request covers cost of purchasing a CD ROM computer program and disk drive for charting galaxies and solar systems in astronomy and cosmology courses
1993 Request covers cost of renting equipment, purchasing supplies and paying Nochimow’s salary so that 20-30 students can weave a multi-cultural wall hanging to be displayed in the Office of Community Affairs

1994 Conserve and restore the Stuart Travis mural in the Oliver Wendell Holmes Library
1994 Displays in the lobby of Evans Hall which will identify and provide folklore about a different plant, fruit, flower or small ecosystem
1994 4 emergency radios for the Search & Rescue Course
1994 Chairs and dolly for the Office of Multicultural Development where many student organizations and committees meet
1994 To purchase plaques for 20 PA homes or dorms in celebration of Town of Andover 350th Anniversary
1994 Computer equipment for administration of the tutoring program
1994 Adaptable video projection system which will allow quality, mobile reproduction of sight and sound for social events
1994 To create a campus bike system by refurbishing used bikes and making them available to all students
1994 Restoration of evolutionary map in Evans Hall
1994 Af-Lat-Am club room redecorating (upstairs in Cooley House)

1995 Start-up costs for The PA Quiz Bowl Team, which is involved in academic competition with other schools
1995 Equipment which would enable English teachers to project documents and CD-ROM programs onto screens or TVs, enabling students and faculty to explore new methods in teaching and learning

1996 Funds to create sets and costumes for an alternate-year production of the Nutcracker Ballet
1996 Computer equipment upgrade for the loan library in order to track and expand the library services
1996 To purchase two interactive software packages: the presentation of human anatomy (ADAM Essentials) and a problem-oriented simulation of ecological changes in a lake (Lake Iluka)
1996 Funds to purchase an Interim Year computer program and to update current computer equipment to enable access to the Internet for student research of summer opportunities, jobs, and interim year options. College Counseling Office would benefit from this upgrade as well
1996 Funds to upgrade and maintain the radio station equipment: record players, tape recorder, amplifier and microphones
1996 Funds to aid in the design and construction of a running scale model maglev (magnetic levitation) train as a senior physics independent project
1996 Request to purchase 12 easels and 12 bulletin boards to permit students to display their scientific posters in the lobby of Evans Hall and/or in classrooms
1996 Funds for technical support (design and costume phase) of the biennial production of the “Nutcracker”. Requests for additional funding from other sources continues

1997 Funds to support the research and design of the “Campus as Exhibition” component of the multi-media exhibition project “Phillips Academy - A Legacy of Design.” The “Campus as Exhibition” will engage visitors in its buildings and landscape through a series of maps, signs, information stations, and guided and self-guided tours
1997 To restore and conserve the Stuart Travis mural “Culture Areas of North America” in the Peabody Museum, thereby completing the restoration of the three Travis murals on campus, and the mount a public exhibit at the museum on the work of Stuart Travis at Andover
1997 To design and build a 7-hole portable golf course, using the talents of Bob Lloyd’s architecture class
1997 To purchase 18 state-of-the-art winter sleeping bags to permit winter S & R to operate at full strength
1997 To pay for the reframing of the Travis Evolution Mural in Evans basement
1997 Funds to support the creation of two small chap books for the 97/98 academic year. These two volumes will recognize the work (poetry and fiction) of two seniors
1997 Funds to purchase computer equipment which will enhance her counseling by enabling her to access information on the Internet for herself and students, as well as creating a website off the Andover page
1997 Funding for equipment necessary to develop the technological dimensions of the Science Program
1997 Funding for the creation of a T-shirt for the Gospel Choir
1998  Funds to purchase a ProImage Poster Printer in an effort to provide additional means of communication of events and activities the student body. The machine would also be available to student clubs and departments
1998  Funds to purchase a Power Macintosh computer, with supporting statistical software and wiring to provide Internet access which will support the teaching of AP Statistics. This will provide a vital in-class teaching tool for student-directed data searches and data analysis
1998  Funds for costuming, staging and lighting for a musical/theatrical performance using the Book of Exodus as the source
1998  Funds to help with the creation of a CD-ROM yearbook as a supplement to the existing Pot Pourri

1999  Funds to create an interactive web site for the Abbot Academy Association which would permit searching of past grants to stimulate new ideas, the downloading of the proposal form, and the ability to add historical (past and future) information about the association
1999  Funds to create a proper home for the photography collection donated by Kelly Wise in the Oliver Wendell Holmes Library
1999  Funds to purchase software, hardware and accessories to produce the CD-ROM yearbook, The Phillipedia
1999  To fund the painting of a mural in the Common room of E. Stuart House by its resident students under the supervision of Noah Peffer, Art Department teaching fellow, and to frame student art work produced during the fall term as decoration for the large, empty corridors on the entrance floor
1999  Funds to purchase a software program that enables students to design and draw three-dimensionally
1999  Funds toward the Abbot Gate renovation

2000  Funds to build an interior climbing wall for the P.A. community in conjunction with the move of the program (and all its equipment) out of Evans Hall and into a new facility
2000  Funds to restore the grave marker for Dudley Fitts, renowned instructor of Latin
2000  Campaign Pledge towards the renovation of the Abbot Gates
2000  Funds to provide assistive listening devices for hearing impaired students, faculty, staff, alumni and guests in 3 large group theatres, and to begin improvements in the noise level in Commons for the benefit of all
2000  Second campaign pledge towards the renovation of the Abbot Gates
2000  Funds to laminate, thus permanently preserving, over 60 biology posters. In addition, the size of many of the posters will be reduced and standardized for convenient handling and storage
2000  Funds to design a system to hold a video camera to a kite and then take a “kite’s-eye view” of the campus

2001  Funds to give a face-lift to the inpatient rooms at Isham Health Center
2001  Funding in order to complete the Antiques and Artifacts database with digitally scanned images and the necessary equipment to make this possible: a Jaz drive and disks to store the data and a digital camera for collecting images
2001  Funds to purchase the second of two flat file cabinets to house the laminated Biology posters
2001  Funds to replace/rebuild an outdoor kiln (which originated from Abbot Academy). The new kiln will allow students a wider experience of firing techniques
2001  Funds to purchase a wireless weather station for Evans Hall

2002  Funds to complete the fleet of sea kayaks and associated equipment upgrades in the coming year
2002  Funds toward the purchase of two computers to facilitate the overall upgrading of the radio station
2002  Funds to refurbish the athletic trophy case in the entrance of the Borden gym
2002  Funds for 3 LCD projectors, mounted on carts for portability, which will allow web-based and intranet-mounted educational materials to be presented in the classrooms

2003  Funds to update and improve the art studios and classrooms on the ground floor of the Elson Art Center
2003  Funds to outfit the dance studio/wrestling room in the Borden gym as a flexible dance performance space
2003  Funds to support the radio station’s (WPAA) move to Morse Hall, its transition to a webcast station and the upgrading of some equipment
2003  Funds to add a computer work station to the personnel office so that faculty and staff can have access to the computer and web-based benefits information
2003  Funds to purchase a classroom set of 15 TI Voyage 200 calculators that can run Geometer’s Sketchpad plus a projection system
2003  Funds to replace the current CPR manikins with currently accepted simulaids, according to OSHA guidelines
2003  Funds for recording student music that is not normally recorded; to purchase updated recording equipment for student musicians
2003  Funds to develop an automated database linking the current CAMD library inventory to the Oliver Wendell Holmes electronic information system
2003  Funds to construct 6 display cases for a portion of the Green-Smith Bird Collection that will be relocated from Evans Hall to the Oliver Wendell Holmes Library
2003  Funds to purchase a digital camera and color printer (plus accessories) in order to increase access to the museum’s resources and to facilitate cost-effective displays
2003  Campaign pledge funds for the Richard L. Gelb Science Center
2003  Funds to complete the construction of display cabinets, finish refurbishing the specimens and move a large portion of the Green-Smith Bird Collection from Evans Hall to the Kendrick Gallery of the library
2003  Restoration of the Secret Garden in the Abbot woods

2004  Funds to purchase equipment for musical performances and concerts
2004  Partial funding to be used to research, document and enhance the Chapel Cemetery
2004  Partial funding to modify and expand the bird blind in an effort to maximize its benefits
2004  Funds to travel to England to gather source materials for a historical documentary for an Abbot Scholars project
2004  Funding to create a kiosk to present media projects (computer and video) in the Elson Art Center corridor gallery space. The kiosk will include a computer, DVD player and flat screen monitor
2004  Funds to build a trailhead near the entrance to the bird sanctuary and create a 10-stop informative “ecology” trail

2005  Funds to purchase 5 digital cameras for the Pot Pourri board
2005  Funds to revitalize the department’s bookshelves, as a way of stimulating discussion and aiding in our goals of curricular reform
2005  Funds to purchase a new video game for the Ryley Room, called “Dance Dance Revolution”

2006  Funds to purchase equipment for a new textiles course, and changes to an existing sculpture course that would expand the course to include Japanese papermaking
2006  Funds for campus decorations for Andover-Exeter weekend
2006  Funds to purchase of an automatic timing system for the track team
2006  Funds to install projection technology in the School Room
2006  Funds to support the creation of a Digital Image Library on campus
2006  Funds to prepare the books, serials and monographs from Dr. Richard Stockton MacNeish for cataloging
2006  Funds to create additional bookshelves and computer counter in the main lobby of OWHL
2006  Funds to cover initial data entry of scholarships into the existing data management system – Naviance
2006  Funds to purchase “Maple 10 (a software program) for use by (MS)2 and Phillips Academy
2006  Funds for the Art Department to construct stanchions to allow expanded programming in the Gelb Gallery
2006  Funds to purchase a podium for the School Room
2006  Funds for student council to add furniture in GW
2006  Funds to rebuild the GW Television computer system

2007  Funds for The Phillipian photography department to purchase camera equipment
2007  Funds for holiday lights and flower bulbs at Eaton Cottage
2007  Funds for The Student Council to continue efforts in the GW Beautification Project
2007 Funds to purchase small round tables to provide ‘pops’ concert seating during student chamber music recitals
2007 Funds to create an area for Andover’s debate team, Philomathean Society, to protect and display awards and trophies
2007 Funds to purchase lighting equipment for ambiance and events support in the skating rink, temporary dining facility
2007 Funds for WPAA to purchase equipment to sponsor live music events on campus
2007 Funds to buy four new team bikes for the PA Cycling Team
2007 Funds to replace the Chinese department’s traditional lion costume with three smaller lion costumes, a dragon costume, and to fund a visit by off-campus performers for the Annual Chinese New Year Gala
2007 Funds for the yearbook to purchase more cameras so students can cover more events

2008 Funds for additional tulip planting at Eaton Cottage
2008 Funds to refurbish the Rock Room (Segal Room) in Graves Hall with new drum equipment, a microphone, and two amplifiers or microphones for guitars
2008 To fund the Andover Rock Climbing Society’s request to buy equipment
2008 To provide funds for The Courant to host a beatnik coffee house. Funding from the Craig Thorn IV Memorial Fund
2008 To fund the Energy Resources Awareness Council and Robotics Club, which are teaming up to build a high efficiency electric car to race at the Deerfield Electrathon Invitational and to encourage sustainable innovation
2008 To share, through a photo project, the summer experience of 16 Phillips Academy community members who traveled across the globe

2009 To purchase replacement backs and seats for 30 musician chairs in the practice studios at Graves Hall
2009 Funds to acquire technology to effectively coach and teach PA baseball pitchers and others
2009 Purchase cameras to loan to Pot Pourri photographers
2009 Funds to continue the conservation of the older cemetery markers
2009 To purchase iClickers to add to the Academy’s current stock, to be used for PACE and Wellness Week and by other departments as needed
2009 To buy remote control airplanes and other learning equipment for an after-school community service program
2009 To improve the sound-proofing in the WPAA recording studio and to improve the microphones in the broadcasting studio
2009 To improve the sound-proofing in the WPAA recording studio and to improve the microphones in the broadcasting studio

2010 To provide the girl’s’ varsity field hockey, ice hockey, and lacrosse teams a locker room music system
2010 To purchase of a second camera for the electronic timing system used in both winter and spring track
2010  To purchase replacement international flags and flagpoles to display at various campus events
2010  To fund a Book Scan Station in the OWHL, to replace the public copier, permitting users to scan materials that they would otherwise have photocopied
2010  To improve communications and acoustics in the Chapel during concerts between Cloister, Choir Room, backstage area and Chapel Office
2010  To improve communications and acoustics in the Chapel during concerts between Cloister, Choir Room, backstage area and Chapel Office
2010  To purchase a new sound mixing console for the Chapel
2010  To purchase movie-making equipment to expand the film community on Andover’s campus and allow more students to make film-festival quality movies outside of the classroom
2010  To fund Big Blue Bikes, a community biking program

2011  To purchase a set of speakers for use on the pool deck
2011  To purchase flag holder brackets, to allow for a permanent location of the flag collection in the library, representing Youth from Every Quarter of the Globe
2011  To renovate the West Quad Playground, home to many families with young children
2011  To fund T-shirts for WPAA’s Battle of the Bands
2011  To purchase laptop chargers which can be used while working in the library.
2011  Outdoor Classroom at Bulfinch Hall, in honor of former Abbot and Phillips English instructor Jean St. Pierre
2011  Pew cushions for Cochran Chapel
2011  Challenge Grant for the Andover Softball Dugout Project
2011  Purchase a digital SLR camera for the athletic department to use for sports photography
2011  Purchase new cluster flags and flagpoles
2011  Sound System Improvement for A Capella Groups

2012  “Mother Ginger” Costume for The Nutcracker
2012  Equal Access to Cameras for Advanced Video Students
2012  World War II Plastic Model Building Club
2012  Moncrieff Cochran Sanctuary Natural Resources Assessment
2012  Andover Moviemakers Club Equipment
2012  WiFi for Ice Rink
2012  OptiShot Golf Simulator
2012  Borrow-a-Mug from Paresky

2013  Restoration of Southwest Entrance of Cemetery
2013  Bat Houses for the Cochran Sanctuary
2013  Scale Model of the Andover Campus
2013  World War II Plastic Model Building Club
2013  A Social Intranet for Phillips Academy
2013  Creating an Outdoor Classroom on Academy Hill: A Sense of Place
2013  Collaborative Artwork in Morse Hall
2013  “Reserved” Pew Signs for Cochran Chapel
2013  Disc Golf Course

2014  Scientific Camera for the Phillips Academy Observatory
2014  Drama Classroom Renovation
2014  Digital Literacies Integration into Instruction across Disciplines
2014  U.S. Flag Purchase
2014  Melissa Seidemann: On the Road to Gold
2014  Props for LARP (Live Action Roleplaying) Society Campus Events
2014  Fitness Center Upgrade: FIT Strength and Conditioning Equipment

2015 “The Nutcracker”, Supplemental Costumes
2015  Meet Andover: Online App Tool to connect Andover International Community
2015  Archival Boxes for Peabody Museum Collections
2015 “Bunting” (flags) for Baseball Diamond
2015  Silence is Golden: Noise-cancelling Headphones
2015  Culture in Words Meeting Supplies
2015  Integrated Aquaponics System
2015  Moviemakers Club Equipment

2016 Collection Digitization Project at the Addison Gallery
2016  Costume Designer for 44 Plays for 44 Presidents
2016  Astronomy Solar Spectrograph for Introductory Astronomy Classes and Public Outreach
2016  WPAA Recording Studio Equipment
2016  Phillips Academy Podcast Equipment
2016  Renewal of WPAA Recording Studio Finalization
2016  Direct to Garment (DTG) Printer for Phillips Academy Custom Apparel

2017  JV - Football MVP (Mobile Virtual Player)
2017  Bird Sanctuary Trail Marking- Eagle Scout Project
2017  Green the Library with Plants
2017  Andover Student’s Guide-Reference for Innovators: Pilot-Umbrellas
2017  OWHL Pre-1923 Digitization Project

2018 Refurbishing the Abbot Community Garden
2018  Innovating Chemistry Via NMR Spectroscopy
2018  OWHL Pre-1923 Digitization Project - Phase II
2018  Church Hymnals
2018  Telescope Upgrade for the PA Observatory
2018  Phillips Academy Rocket Propulsion Laboratory

2019  Physics Mechanics Labs
2019  Garden of Eaton - stage 1 restoration
2019  Project-based Computer Science w/ iOS Development
2019  Book Purchase: Data for Social Justice Symposium
2019  Costume Assistance for Les Miserables
2019  Semi-Autonomous Window-Cleaning Drone Project
2019  Flow Arts Equipment Expansion
2019  Abbot Academy Dance Suite

2021  Full Restoration of the Garden of Eaton
2021  Abbot Learning Garden
2021  Lightbulb Entertainment
2021  CCD Camera for the PA Observatory
2021  Script Scanning Project
2021  Service in STEM Lab Kits

2023  Fast Imager for the Phillips Academy Observatory
2023  Falls Hall, new music building: the entrance, the foyer and administrative offices at the front of the building will be named for Abbot Academy Fund
2023  Abbot Hoops: Outdoor community basketball court